Home Learning Tasks Year 2

Monday
01/02/21

9:00 – 9:30
PE

Keeping
physically
active is
incredibly
important.
This morning I
would like you
to join Joe
Wicks and
follow his live
work out. Click
on the picture
to go to the
You Tube
channel.

10:00 – 10:45
English
Join Miss Allen on
Teams
WALT: Identify
features of
persuasive
language
Handwriting focus.
Explore features of
persuasive writing
and begin to think
of ways to use this
to persuade Farmer
Hogget to let Babe
become a sheeppig!
You will need:
• Pencil/Paper

11:15 – 12:00
Mathematics

1:00 – 1:30
Guided Reading

1:30 – 2:30
Own learning

Join Miss Allen on
Teams
WALT: Make Tally
Charts
Flashback 4 starter.

Join Miss Allen on
Teams
Comprehension
We will be
reading the text
‘The Emperor
Penguin’ and
answering
questions.

D&T/Art/Craft:
We have now read the first
three chapters of ‘The SheepPig’ by Dick King-Smith. I
hope you are enjoying
finding out about the
character of Babe. This
afternoon, I would like you
to be creative and make a
little mascot of Babe to be
with you whilst we are
learning from
home. I am
looking
forward to
seeing what
you create!

We will look at how
to count and draw
tally charts. We will
solve problems
involving tally
charts.
You will need:
• Pencil / Paper
• ‘Make Tally
Charts –
worksheet
(optional).

LUNCH TIME

•

Please remember to use Numbots and Mathletics this week (your login details are stuck in the back of your reading record).
You could also play on the Phase 5 games on the Phonics Play website – www.phonicsplay.co.uk
Resources to support the learning have been included underneath the timetable. Not all resources need to be printed, they are just there to
support. Additional resources will be uploaded in to YT-MAPLE TEAMS and you will be signposted to them.
Attached at the end of the resource pack are a set of ‘Thrive’ activities to support social and emotional development through the arts,
play and creativity.

BREAK TIME

•
•
•

You will need:
• Pencil/Paper
• ‘The Emperor
Penguin’
worksheet in
resource pack.

2:40 – 3:10
Shared work
and Story
Time
Join Miss Allen
on Teams

Share and story
time.
Bring your crafts
to show.

Popcorn the
Dolphin –
Cosmic Yoga
Adventure.
Click on the
picture to
follow the link.
Always ask an
adult before
using You
Tube.

10:00 – 10:45
English
Join Miss Allen
on Teams
WALT: Use
features of
persuasive
writing.

11:15 – 12:00
Mathematics

1:00 – 1:30
Guided Reading

1:30 – 2:30
Own learning

Join Miss Allen on
Teams
WALT: Read and
draw pictograms (11)

Join Miss Allen on
Teams

PE:
This afternoon I would like
you to go on an alphabet
walk! It could be as a family
in your local area, or
independently in your
garden. Whilst you are being
active, I would like for you
to look for items that start
with each letter of the
alphabet! See how many
you can find! Some of the
letters can be quite
challenging!

Flashback 4
Handwriting
focus.
Together we will
be drafting a
letter to Farmer
Hogget to
persuade him to
allow Babe to
train to be a
sheep-pig.
You will need:
• Pencil/Paper
• ‘Dear Farmer
Hogget’ sheet
(optional).

We will be learning
how to read
pictograms and
answer questions.
We will practise
drawing our own
pictograms to
answer questions.
We will use our
information from
yesterday’s tally
chart to create a
pictogram.
You will need:
• Pencil / Paper
• ‘Draw
Pictograms’ –
worksheet
(optional).

LUNCH TIME

02/02/21

9:00 – 9:30
PE

BREAK TIME

Tuesday

Complete the
inferences based
on the picture.
If you cannot
print out the
resource – answer
on a separate
piece of paper.
You will need:
• Pencil/Paper
• ‘Making
inferences’
worksheet
(optional)

I have saved you a table to
record your items in the
resource pack!
You will need:
• Pencil / Paper

2:45 – 3:00pm
Join Mrs
Bloomfield and
Miss Allen on
Teams
Mrs Bloomfield
will be reading a
story during this
session.

9:00 – 9:30
PE

Keeping
physically
active is
incredibly
important.
This morning I
would like you
to join Joe
Wicks and
follow his live
work out. Click
on the picture
to go to the
You Tube
channel.

10:00 – 10:45
English

11:15 – 12:00
Mathematics

1:00 – 1:30
Guided Reading

1:30 – 2:30
Own learning

Join Miss Allen on
Teams
WALT: Select and
retrieve
information

Join Miss Allen on
Teams
WALT: Interpret
Pictograms (1-1)

Join Miss Allen on
Teams
Quick Read
Comprehension:
We will be
completing a
shared read of the
text. I will be
asking children to
read.

History:
Children at work during the
Victorian times
Do you do any jobs/chores at
home? Like making your bed or
sorting the recycling? Life was
very different for poor Victorian
children as they were often sent
to work.

Flashback 4.
Handwriting
focus.
We will be reading
Chapter 4 of ‘The
Sheep-Pig’ by Dick
King-Smith.
After a discussion
about the chapter,
we will answer
questions about
what we have
read.
You will need:
• Pencil / Paper
• Chapter 4
Comprehension
questions.

Building on our
work from
yesterday’s lesson
we will be
answering
questions
involving
pictograms and
interpreting
information.
You will need:
• Pencil / Paper
• ‘Interpret
Pictograms’ –
worksheet
(optional).

LUNCH TIME

03/02/21

BREAK TIME

Wednesday

You will need:
• Pencil / Paper
• A copy of the
comprehension
sheet has been
saved below.
‘The Great White
Shark’

Find out what jobs children had
during Victorian times. What
were they like? Were they safe?
Were they easy jobs? Did they
get paid well?
Compare jobs/chores that
children do now to jobs that
Victorian children had. Sort the
pictures and add extra
information that you have
found out.

2:40 – 3:10
Shared work
and Story
Time
Join Miss Allen
on Teams

Share and story
time.
Bring your
history work to
share with the
class.

9:00 – 9:30
PE

10:00 – 10:45
English

11:15 – 12:00
Mathematics

Join Miss Allen on
Teams
WALT: Select and
retrieve information

Join Miss Allen on
Teams
WALT: Draw
pictograms (2, 5,
10)

Join Miss Allen
on Teams
WALT: Identify
nouns within a
sentence

Flashback 4.

We will recap our
understanding of
nouns. Can you
identify the
nouns within a
sentence?

Click on the
picture to
follow the link.
Always ask an
adult before
using You
Tube.

We will be reading
Chapter 5 of ‘The
Sheep-Pig’ by Dick
King-Smith.
After a discussion
about the chapter, we
will answer questions
about what we have
read.
You will need:
• Pencil / Paper
• Chapter 5
Comprehension
questions.

Building on our
understanding of
pictograms, we will
be looking at how
the picture/symbol
can represent 2, 5
or 10.
You will need:
• Pencil / Paper
• ‘Draw
pictograms 2, 5,
10’ – worksheet
(optional).

LUNCH TIME

Handwriting focus.
Harry Potter
and the
Philosopher’s
Stone –
Cosmic Yoga
Adventure.

BREAK TIME

Thursday

04/02/21

1:00 – 1:30
Guided
Reading

1:30 – 2:30
Own learning
Art:
Kandinsky
Find out about the artist
Wassily Kandinsky.

2:40 – 3:10
Shared work
and Story
Time
Join Miss Allen
on Teams

Where was he born? Why
is he such a famous artist?
What type of art did he
create?
Include facts on your
poster and images of his
art.

During the
session children
will be asked to
go on a ‘Noun
Hunt’.

You will need:
• Pencil / Paper
• Poster template
(optional)

You will need:
• Pencil /
Paper
• ‘Noun Hunt’
worksheet

Additional PPT resources
will be uploaded into
TEAMS to support this
work. They do not need to
be printed.

Share and story
time.
Bring your
poster to share
with the class.

Keeping
physically
active is
incredibly
important.
This morning I
would like you
to join Joe
Wicks and
follow his live
work out.
Click on the
picture to go to
the You Tube
channel.

10:00 – 10:45
English

11:15 – 12:00
Mathematics

1:00 – 1:30
Guided Reading

Join Miss Allen
on Teams
WALT: Identify
features of a
newspaper report

Join Miss Allen on
Teams
WALT: Interpret
Pictograms (2, 5,
10)

Join Miss Allen on
Teams
WALT: Identify
adjectives within
a sentence

Art:
Kandinsky
Recreate one of Kandinsky’s
most famous pieces of art
(pictured below).

Handwriting
focus.

Flashback 4.

We will recap our
understanding of
adjectives by
playing a quiz!
Can you identify
the adjectives
within a
sentence?

You could use felt tips, paint,
cut and stick different
shapes.

You will need:
• Pencil / Paper
• ‘Finding
Adjectives’
worksheet.

You will need:
• Pencil / Paper
• Felts/Paint
• Ruler

We will explore
the features of
newspaper
reports with the
intention of on
Monday writing
our own based on
the events of
Chapter 5.
You will need:
• Pencil/Paper
• ‘Dinosaur on
Tour’
newspaper
example
(optional)

Building on our
understanding of
pictograms, we will
be looking at how
the picture/symbol
can represent 2, 5 or
10 and using this
information to
answer questions.
You will need:
• Pencil / Paper
• ‘Interpret
pictograms 2, 5,
10’ – worksheet
(optional).

LUNCH TIME

05/02/21

9:00 – 9:30
PE

BREAK TIME

Friday

1:30 – 2:30
Own learning

2:40 – 3:10
Shared work
and Story Time
Join Miss Allen
on Teams

Share and story
time.

Additional PPT resources will
be uploaded into TEAMS to
support this work. They do
not need to be printed.

Make tally charts

1

3

Draw tally marks to represent each number.
a) 5

b) 10

c)

4

d) 16

Class 2 tally the number of pencils, rubbers and
rulers they have.
Item

Tally

pencils

IIII

rubbers

IIII IIII

rulers

IIII I

Draw the items. The rulers have been drawn
for you.
2

There are some socks on a washing line.
The socks are spotty, stripy or plain.

Complete the tally chart.
Sock

Tally

spotty
stripy
plain
© White Rose Maths 2019

4

Here are some shapes.

5

Whitney, Teddy and Jack tally how many jumps
they can do in a minute.

Jumps

Tally

Whitney

IIII I

Teddy

IIIIIIII

Jack

Total

IIII

a)

My total is 11
Whitney
a) Complete the tally chart to show how many
of each shape there are.
Shape

Tally

Do you agree with Whitney? ____________
Explain your reasons.

Total

b) How could Teddy’s tallying be improved?

6
b) How did you do the tallying?
Compare with a partner.

Make a tally chart for a topic of your choice.
Compare answers with a partner.

© White Rose Maths 2019

The Emperor Penguin
The emperor penguin is the largest of the 17 types of penguins.
Penguins are birds but they cannot fly. Instead, their flipper-like
wings and webbed feet help them to swim well.
Habitat
Emperor penguins live in the coldest place on Earth: Antarctica.
They survive because they have a thick layer of feathers and fat
to keep them warm. When it is very cold, they stand together in
a huge group called a huddle.
Body
The adult emperor penguin can grow to about 130cm tall. That
is about the same as a six year old boy or girl! They look similar
to the king penguin but they are much taller.
A long, hooked
beak to help
catch their food:
fish, squid
and krill.

Yellow-gold
patches.
Small but strong
wings so that
they can quickly
swim through
the water.

A thick layer of
feathers and fat
to keep warm.

Webbed feet
to help them
swim and strong
claws to grip the
ice when they
shuffle along.

The brood pouch.
This flap of skin
keeps the
egg warm.
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The Emperor Penguin

Did you know...?
• A group of penguis in the water is called a raft.
• They can swim underwater for up to 22 minutes.
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Questions

The Emperor Penguin

1. What can emperor penguins do? Tick one.
They are birds.
They can fly well.
They can swim well.
2. How do emperor penguins survive in Antarctica? Tick two.
They have a thick layer of fur to keep them warm.
They have a thick layer of feathers and fat to keep them warm.
They make a huddle with each other.
3. Look at the body section. Match the animals to how tall they are.
adult emperor penguin

shorter than an emperor penguin

king penguin

as tall as a six year old boy or girl

4. Find and copy a word which describes how emperor penguins move
across the ice.
5. Look at the Did You Know...? section. What is a group of penguins in the
water called?
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WALT: Use features of persuasive writing
Dear Farmer Hogget,

Persuasive Writing
Introductions
I think...

For this reason...
I feel that...
I am sure that...
It is certain...
I am writing to...
Of course...
In the same way...
On the other hand...
In this situation...

Making your point
Firstly, secondly,
thirdly...
Furthermore...
In addition...
Also...
Finally...
Likewise...
Besides...
Again...
Moreover...
Similarly...
Surely...
Certainly...
Specifically...
If...then...
because...

Details

Other Words

In fact...

arguments

For instance...

for

As evidence...

against

In support of this...

unfair

Endings

pros

For example...

For these reasons...
As you can see...
In other words...
On the whole...
In short...
Without a doubt...
In brief...
Undoubtedly...

reasons

cons

Draw pictograms (1–1)

2

There are some animals in a zoo.
a) Complete the pictogram to show how many
of each animal there are.

1

Some children make a picture using shapes.

a) Complete the pictogram to show how many
of each shape they have used.
Shape
Square

     Key
X = 1 shape

Animal
        Key
Lion

= 1 animal

Rectangle
Circle

Elephant

Triangle
Giraffe
b) What do you notice about the number of
squares and the number of rectangles?

b) How did you complete the pictogram?
Compare with a partner.
© White Rose Maths 2019

3

Pencils, rubbers and rulers have been mixed up
in a tub.
The tally chart shows how many of each item
there are.
Item

pencils
rubbers
rulers

Tally

4

There are some flowers in a garden.

•
•
•
•

IIII
IIII IIII
IIII I

a) Use the tally chart to complete the pictogram.

There are 4 sunflowers.
There is 1 less daffodil than there
are sunflowers.
There are twice as many daisies as daffodils.
There is the same number of tulips
as daffodils.

a) Complete the pictogram.

= 1 flower

Item
Pencils
Rubbers

        Key

Flower
        Key
= 1 item

Rulers

Sunflowers
Daffodils

b) Mo draws a pictogram for the same items.
Here is his pictogram.
Item

Daisies
Tulips

Pencils
Rubbers
Rulers

b) How many flowers are in the garden
in total?

What mistakes has Mo made?
How could his pictogram be improved?
© White Rose Maths 2019

WALT: Make inferences based on a picture
Look carefully at the picture and answer the questions in full sentences.
1.

What is the bird on the left
doing? How do you know?

2.

Do you think that the bird’s
song is good or bad? Why?

3.

Does the bird often sing?

4.

What is the bird on the right thinking? What might it say when the
other bird has finished singing?

5.

Which bird is more confident?

6.

Which bird do you most relate to?

PE

Name:
Alphabet Walk

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

WALT: Retrieve information to answer questions
Read Chapter 4 of ‘The Sheep-Pig’ by Dick King-Smith.
1. Why were the ducks relieved at the beginning of Chapter 4?

2. What was Babe’s first training exercise as a Sheep Pig?

3. What was Babe’s idea to get the ducks to follow his instructions?

4. Why do you think Ma the sheep liked Babe after their conversation?

5. What was Babe’s nightmare about?

6. What did Ma the sheep think about Fly and other sheep dogs?

7. What do you think will happen in Chapter 5? What do you think Babe will do
next?

Interpret pictograms (1–1)

2

The pictogram shows how many insects Class 2
saw on a bug hunt.
     Key

Insect
1

The pictogram shows what some teachers had
for school lunch.

Lunch

     Key

Fish

= 1 lunch

= 1 insect

Butterfly
Bee
Caterpillar
a) Complete the sentences.

Chicken

Class 2 saw

butterflies.

Class 2 saw

bees.

Class 2 saw

caterpillars.

Spaghetti
Salad
a) Which lunch did the most teachers have?
Tick your answer.
fish       chicken       spaghetti       salad
b) Which lunch did the least teachers have?
Tick your answer.
fish       chicken       spaghetti       salad
c) How many teachers had chicken?

Altogether Class 2 saw

insects.

b)

Last summer I saw a bee hive. I do
not think I could draw a pictogram to
show all the bees.
Do you agree with Tommy?
© White Rose Maths 2019

3

Class 1 were asked to choose their favourite
colour out of yellow, green, blue and purple.

4

Eva’s friends vote for their favourite fruit.
She draws a pictogram and says it shows:

•
•
•
•
•

The pictogram shows the results.
Colour
Yellow

the same votes for apple and pear
melon got the fewest votes
plum got the most votes
grape got only 1 vote
grape got fewer votes than pear.

Green
a) Draw a possible pictogram so that Eva’s
statements are true.

Blue
Purple
        Key
= 1 child

a) How many children chose yellow?    

b) How many children chose green?     

Grape

Melon

Apple

Plum

Pear

b) Draw a key for the pictogram.
c) How many more children chose
purple than blue?
How did you work this out?

= 1 vote

© White Rose Maths 2019

The Great White Shark
11 Great white sharks are the top of the ocean’s food chain.
22 They are the biggest fish on our planet which eat other
32 fish and animals. They are known to live between thirty
45 and one hundred years old and can be found in all of the
55 world’s oceans, but they are mostly found in cool water
59 close to the coast.

Quick Questions
1. Why do you think that the great white shark is at
the top of the ocean’s food chain?


2. Where are most great white sharks found?

69 Even though they are mostly grey, they get their name



78 from their white underbelly. The great white shark has



89 been known to grow up to six metres long and have
99 up to three hundred sharp teeth, in seven rows. Their
109 amazing sense of smell allows them to hunt for prey,
119 such as seals, rays and small whales from miles away.

3. Find and copy the adjective that the author uses
to describe the shark’s sense of smell.

4. Number these facts from 1 to 3 to show the order
they appear in the text.
They live between thirty and one hundred years.
They can grow up to six metres long.
They have up to three hundred teeth.

WALT: Empathise and understand how life was different for children during Victorian times

Jobs Victorian Children Had

Jobs children might do now

WALT: Retrieve information to answer questions
Read Chapter 5 of ‘The Sheep-Pig’ by Dick King-Smith.
1. Why was Mrs Hogget cross at the beginning of Chapter 5?

2. How does Fly behave towards Ma and the other sheep?

3. What are ‘rustlers’?

4. Why do you think Ma the sheep liked Babe after their conversation?

5. What alerted Mrs Hogget to ring 999?

6. What does Mrs Hogget mean when she says, ‘all I know is he saved our bacon
and now I’m going to save his…’

7. Why do you think ‘a slow smile spread over Famer Hogget’s long face’ when
he heard that Mrs Hogget wanted to keep Babe?

b)

Draw pictograms (2, 5 and 10)

1

I will use a circle for each
piece of fruit.

Draw Dora’s pictogram.         Key

Here is some fruit.

Fruit

= 1 piece of fruit

Apples
Oranges
Bananas
c)

I will use a circle for every
2 pieces of fruit.
Draw Tommy’s pictogram.
        Key
Fruit

a) Complete the tally chart.
Fruit
Apples

Tally

= 2 pieces of fruit

Apples
Total

Oranges
Bananas

Oranges
Bananas

d) Whose pictogram do you prefer? Why?
© White Rose Maths 2019

2

Class 2 vote for whether they would like to
play tennis, football or netball.

3

The tally chart shows the weather for 55 days.
Weather

The tally chart shows the votes.

Sun

Sport
Tennis

Tally
IIII

Total
5

Football

IIII IIII IIII IIII

20

Netball

IIII IIII

10

Tennis

Rain

IIII IIII IIII IIII IIII IIII
IIII IIII
IIII IIII IIII

a) Draw a pictogram to show this information
Choose your own key.

a) Complete the pictogram.
Sport

Cloud

Tally

        Key
= 5 votes

Weather

Football
Netball
        Key
b) Complete the pictogram.
Sport
Tennis
Football

        Key
= 10 votes

_______________
b) Compare pictograms with a partner.
What is the same? What is different?

Netball
© White Rose Maths 2019

Noun Hunt
Look around and write down all the nouns you can find.
Make sure you write them in the correct column!

People

Places

Things

visit twinkl.com

Y2 Example Text
Recount: Newspaper Report

Twinkl

Times

DINOSAUR ON TOUR!
Have you ever visited
London? Then you might
have seen one of the
biggest and most popular
members of the Natural
History Museum.
Dippy, the spectacular,
enormous
Diplodocus
skeleton has been at
the museum since 1905
but now some other
museums around the
United Kingdom are
going to have a turn to
look after him.

The real Diplodocus
skeleton was found in
America in 1898 and
put on display there.
King Edward VII saw
a drawing of it and he
asked to have a model
of the skeleton built
for the Natural History
Museum.
The
king’s
wish
eventually came true.
The 292 bones arrived
in
London
in
36
packing boxes. It took
four months to put the
skeleton together and
Dippy finally went on
show on Friday 12th
May, 1905. What an
amazing sight he was!
Dippy has stood proudly in
the hall of the Natural History
Museum since 1905.

Y2 Example Text
Recount: Newspaper Report
Dippy hasn’t had a boring
time at the museum. The
skeleton was gently taken
apart in the wartime and
put into the basement to
keep him safe from the
bombs. He has even been
in television programmes
and films. What a star!

work at the museum.
Dippy starts his tour in
February 2018 so there
is still lots of time for you
to see this unbelievable
dinosaur skeleton.

For more information
about the tour go to
http://www.nhm.ac.uk/
Don’t worry if you a b o u t- u s / n a t i o n a l haven’t met Dippy yet. He impact/Diplodocus-onis being carefully packed tour.html
away by the people that

This shows how big a
Diplodocus is.

b) How many goals do they score altogether?

Interpret pictograms (2, 5 and 10)

1

c) How many more goals does Jack
score than Dexter?

Dora, Dexter and Jack play basketball at
break time.
They record the goals they score in
a pictogram.

Name

d) How many ways could you work out the
answer to part c)?
Key

Goals

= 2 goals

Dora

2

Two classes go on a trip to the zoo together.
There are two coaches to take both classes.

Dexter
Jack

a) Complete the sentences.
Dora scores

Coach 2

Coach 1
Boys

Boys

Girls

Girls

goals.

Key
= 10 children

Dexter scores

goals.

Tick the correct answer.
a) Which coach has more boys?

Jack scores

goals.

Coach 1

Coach 2

They have the same
© White Rose Maths 2019

a) Choose a word to complete the sentence.

b) Which coach has more girls?
Coach 1

Coach 2

They have the same

more

c) How many girls are there in total?

fewer

There are ______________ leopards than lions.

d) How many more girls than
boys are there on Coach 2?

There are ______________ lions than cheetahs.
b)

e) How many more girls than boys
are there on the trip to the zoo?

If I add the number of cheetahs
and lions together then it will be
equal to the number of tigers.

f) How did you work out the answer to part e)?
Is Rosie correct? _______________
3

At the zoo, Mo keeps a record of how many big
cats he sees.
Big Cat
Leopard
Cheetah
Lion
Tiger

Key
= 2 big cats

How do you know?
c)

Each
represents 2 big cats so I
can just double the amount of
and that will be how many big cats
there are.
Is Alex correct? _______________
How do you know?
© White Rose Maths 2019

Finding Adjectives
Read the                 
sentences and circle
the adjectives in
each of them.

1. The cat had pretty eyes.
2. Mark has long legs.
3. She cut her hand on the rough log.

4. The shiny diamond sparkled in the bright sun.
5. The calm penguin looked around the pebbly beach.
6. The huge elephant drank from the murky waterhole.
7. The small dog has fluffy, brown fur.

Now, choose five of the sentences above and rewrite them below, changing
the adjectives to make them more exciting.

Example:  The cat had attractive eyes.
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Title 1

Composition VIII
Wassily Kandinsky

Thrive activities useful for
parents of children up to
11 years old – week one
Parents and carers can support and acknowledge children’s emerging values and morals and
individual ways of doing things. Parents can teach children the significance of rules and regulations
and support them to develop their negotiation skills. Children enjoy sharing their options and using
their skills.
We have put together some daily activities to support social and emotional development at through
the arts, play and creativity.

Monday

Devise an exercise routine using funky moves. We would
love to see them; share with us on social media!

Tuesday

Design your own game and play with the people in your house.

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Draw a jar and fill it with all the things you appreciate.

Do the dog and hippo dance with all your family. Watch it here.

Sort the recycling from the rubbish and make a junk model with what you
can find – send us a photo!

Cook something you have never cooked before for everyone for dinner.

Play the game ‘Beetle’ with all the family. Find out how to play here.

Top Tips:
Draw up a routine of what you are doing and when.
Keep cardboard boxes or clean recycling objects to use for arts later.
	The emphasis is to be alongside and have fun, even if they do not win
the game or things don’t quite go to plan.
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